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Abstract 

Introduction: UK Faecal Occult Blood Testing screening has tripled the proportion of pT1 

colorectal cancers. Risk of metastasis is predicted by depth of invasion suggesting access to 
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deep lymphovascular vessels is important.  We quantified the distribution and size of the 

submucosal vasculature and generated a novel 3D model to validate the findings.  

Method: Thirty samples of normal large bowel wall were immunostained with CD31 a 

vascular endothelium marker to identify blood vessels which were quantified and digitally 

analysed for their number, circumference, area and diameter in the deep mucosa and 

submucosa (sm1,2 and 3).  The model required serial sections, a double immunostain (using 

CD31 and D2-40) and 3D reconstruction.   

Results: Significant differences were shown between submucosal layers for the number, 

circumference and area of vessels (p<0.001). Bloods vessels were most numerous in the 

mucosa (11.79vessels/0.2mm
2) but smallest (median area 247µm2(IQR:162-373µm2)) 

compared to sm2 where they were fewer (6.92vessels/0.2mm2) but considerably larger 

(2086µm2(IQR:1007-4784µm2)). The 3D model generated novel observations on 

lymphovascular structures. 

Discussion: The number and size of blood vessels does not increase with depth of 

submucosa as hypothesised. The distribution of vessels suggests that we should investigate 

the area or volume of submucosal invasion rather than the depth. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer in the UK(1).  To detect tumours at 

earlier stages and so reduce the morbidity and mortality of CRC the national faecal occult 

blood test (FOBT) screening programme was initiated in the UK; many other western 

countries have since adopted similar schemes(1-3). 
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Since the introduction of screening in the UK in 2006, the proportion of Dukes� stage A 

cancers has risen significantly(4-7).  Such early stage cancers have a low risk of both lymph 

node metastasis (LNM) and distant metastatic spread(6).   Early tumours requiring a major 

resection due to a high risk of metastatic spread are currently identified based on 

histopathological risk factors, which are: poor differentiation, depth and width of tumour 

invasion and lymphatic or vascular invasion(4-8).  Of these, depth of tumour invasion is 

widely used as a predictor of spread when poor differentiation, lymphatic or vascular 

invasion are absent.  

 

Multiple methods of quantifying the depth of tumour invasion into the submucosa have 

been described e.g Haggitt et al(5) for polypoid lesions and Kikuchi et al(7) for sessile 

lesions.  Haggitt showed that invasion beyond the polyp stalk into the submucosa is an 

adverse prognostic factor in terms of local disease spread and mortality(5).  Sakatani et al(9) 

first described the division of submucosal invasion into 3 levels and later on, Kikuchi et al(7) 

demonstrated the risk of LNM varied from 2% in the most superficial layer to 23% in the 

deepest.  Meanwhile other studies have given absolute values of submucosal invasion, such 

as 1000µm(8, 10), 1800 µm(11)  or 2000µm(8, 12, 13)  beyond which the risk of LNM 

significantly increases.  In Japan these measurements are then used to guide treatment with 

surgical resections, instead of endoscopic resections, being offered when tumours extend 

beyond 1000µm(14). 

Our understanding of why tumours invading deeply into the submucosa have a significantly 

higher risk of LNM is very limited.  Our previous study of lymphatic vessels has helped 

understand the anatomical basis for the increased risk of metastasis associated with the 
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area and width of invasion(15).  Here we sought to further investigate this issue by studying 

whether the number or architecture of blood vessels in the submucosa can provide further 

insight into the mechanisms of spread in pT1 cancers.  Additionally, a 3-dimensional (3D) 

model of the lymphatic and vascular structures was generated using 3D digital 

pathology(16) to qualitatively (visually) validate the result observed in the quantitative 2D 

analysis. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Thirty samples of normal colorectal tissue were prospectively collected with informed 

consent (Local Ethical Approval 08/H1313/84) from patients undergoing elective surgery for 

CRC at Leeds Teaching Hospitals, Leeds, UK.  Patients with multiple tumours or those who 

had emergency resections were excluded from the study.  Normal tissues were defined as 

located a minimum of 10cm from the tumour border with normal morphology as assessed 

by a gastrointestinal pathologist (PQ).  The same samples were previously studied for the 

presence of lymphatic vessels(15).  Samples were initially fixed in formalin and embedded in 

paraffin.  For quantitation, 5µm sections were used and every tenth section mounted on 

slides (Superfrost plus+ coated slides, SolMedia Laboratory Supplies, Romford, UK). For the 

3D model, 72 sequential 5µm sections were used. 

 

Tissues were stained using immunohistochemistry for accurate identification of vessels: 

CD31 (Dako, IR610, Ely, UK) for vascular endothelial cells and D2-40 (Dako, M3619, Ely, UK) 

for lymphatic endothelial cells.  A combination of both antibodies was performed as a 

double stain for the 3D model, Figure 1. 
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In brief, paraffin sections were dewaxed, rehydrated and antigen retrieval performed using 

1% Antigen Unmasking Solution and a pressure cooker.  A hydrogen peroxidase block (Dako 

Mouse EnVision� kit, Dako, Ely, UK) was applied to slides mounted in the Sequenza 

apparatus, for CD31 and D2-40, and a humidified flatbed chamber for the double stain.  

Casein solution was added, at 10% concentration, then primary antibodies applied and 

incubated; overnight for CD31, 45 minutes at 37°C for D2-40 and the double stain. The 

secondary antibody was applied, following manufacturers� guidelines incubated for 30 

minutes and then developed with diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlorine in a humidified 

incubator. The double stain was additionally developed over a 20 minute incubation with 

Fast Red.  Counterstaining, dehydration and mounting, using DePex was then performed.  

Stained sections were scanned using the high-resolution Aperio ScanScope® (Vista, CA, USA) 

at 400X magnification and digitalised images uploaded onto a PC. 

 

Vessel morphometry was assessed on digitalised slides, using Aperio ImageScope® software; 

by an identical method to that previously described(15).  Boxes of fixed area (0.20 mm²) 

were placed at random in the deep mucosa, abutting the muscularis mucosa and columns of 

three additional boxes then placed below in thirds of the submucosa, sm1, sm2 and sm3; 

figure 2A.   Within each box vessels were identified, counted and manually annotated on the 

software, which then calculated luminal circumference, area and measured the diameter of 

vessels (Figure 2B). 

Immunohistochemistry with anti-CD31 resulted in the staining of blood vessels and some 

lymphatic vessels (due to cross-reactivity between antigens). These were quantified using 

D2-40 and double-staining techniques on serial sections.  Further the identification of blood 

vessels relied on the presence of immunostaining and the fulfilment of defined criteria to 
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ensure the exclusion of lymphatic vessels.  Where ambiguous, any immunostaining of 

endothelial cells or cell clusters was only deemed a blood vessel if; it was clearly separate 

from adjacent micro-vessels and other connective tissue elements, it had a lumen either 

containing red blood corpuscles or in their absence, a regular circumference. 

 

The method for statistical analysis also followed those previously used(15).  A mean value 

was calculated for vessel characteristics within each box and then within each layer 

(mucosal, sm1, sm2 and sm3) for each patient, calculated from the 12 boxes per layer 

assessed for each patient.  Running mean calculations showed the assessment of 12 boxes 

per layer per patient reduced variation below 5% between individual measurements 

providing a reliable and accurate value.  Quantitative data for vessel morphometry were 

analysed using Pearson�s Chi-Squared, Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests using 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, v16.0 IBM, Chicago, IL, USA).  The threshold 

for statistical significance was considered p<0.05. 

 

3D Model 

For the 3D model, digitised images of the double immunostained slides were uploaded onto 

a PC.  An identical area of full thickness bowel wall was isolated in each image on Aperio 

ImageScope® allowing visualisation of the same region in each slide.  Blood and lymphatic 

vessels were identified and annotated, as were the muscularis propria, muscularis mucosa 

and mucosal lymphoid follicles to act as anatomical landmarks.  Software developed in 

partnership between the School of Computing and the Section of Pathology and Tumour 

Biology at the University of Leeds was used to combine the annotations from each digital 

slide, as described by Roberts et al(16).  This generated a virtual 3D model that could be 
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manipulated to be viewed in different planes and orientations and have its constituent 

objects, such as the muscularis propria removed for easier visualisation of the vessel 

architecture. 

 

RESULTS 

Thirty tissue samples were collected from 26 patients, 4 of whom had 2 samples analysed 

from different locations within the large intestine.  Table 1 shows demographic information 

in more detail. Analysis of pre-operative treatment showed no significant difference in 

vessel characteristics, p=0.256. 

The immunohistochemistry protocol for CD31 produced consistent and precise 

identification of blood vessels, and has been previously reported(17-22).   The extent of 

CD31 cross-reactivity and subsequent staining of lymphatic vessels was quantified on 

serially sectioned slides using an additional D2-40 marker. These data were shown to be 

insignificant when compared to the total number of vessels stained (p= 1.00, Mann-Whitney 

U test).  Investigator dependent error was scrutinised through a second blinded investigator 

(KS) independently scoring a randomly selected set of 12 columns for one patient.  Analysis 

of reproducibility showed insignificant inter-observer variability for all variables (p>0.05; 

p=0.886 for vessel number ranging to p=0.686 for vessel circumference: Mann-Whitney U 

test). 

 

Data were analysed to assess differences in blood vessel number and characteristics 

between all layers as well as mucosal and submucosal (sm1, sm2 and sm3).  Differences 

between all the layers (mucosa v sm1 v sm2 v sm3) were significantly different for all four 

variables, p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U test (Table 2).  
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The number and median circumference of blood vessels varied significantly across layers 

(p<0.001, Kruskal Wallis Test).  Within the submucosa there were significantly more vessels 

in sm1 [11.4 vessels per 0.2mm2 (IQR, 9.2- 14.8 vessels per 0.2mm2)] compared to deeper 

layers, sm2 and sm3 (P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test).  As shown in Table 2A, vessels in 

sm2 had the largest median circumference [134.4 µm per vessel (IQR, 85.2-156.1 µm per 

vessel)] and largest median area [2085.6 µm
2 per vessel (IQR, 1007.0-4783.5 µm2 per 

vessel)].  Blood vessels in the mucosa had the smallest median circumference [61.9 µm per 

vessel (IQR, 53.9-72.2 µm per vessel)] and smallest median area [247.1 µm
2 

per vessel (IQR, 

162.0-373.2 µm2 per vessel)].  Table 2B shows that statistical significance was achieved 

across this and a range of other comparisons between layers.  Comparing regions of the 

submucosa, differences in the median vessel circumference between sm1 and sm2 were not 

statistically significant.  However, the median vessel circumference and median vessel area 

in sm3 were both significantly smaller than the median vessel circumference and area of 

vessels in sm1 and sm2. 

 

3D data and image 

The 3D model, figure 3, demonstrates small blood vessels (red) throughout the mucosa with 

lymphatics (yellow) confined to the base of the mucosa (dark blue), where they interweave 

with the muscularis mucosae (bright blue). Larger collections of lymphatics are lying 

underneath lympho-glandular complexes (purple). There are two major layers of blood 

vessels within the submucosa and a major channel of vessels and lymphatics as they cluster 

to leave the submucosa and pass through the muscularis propria. The two layers of the 

muscularis propria were hypovascular with some vessels lying with the myenteric plexus 
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between muscular layers. There was a further rich plexus of vessels and lymphatics seen in a 

layer just outside the muscularis propria.  

 

DISCUSSION 

The physical number and size of blood vessels in the mucosa and sm1-3 varies significantly, 

showing a similar pattern of distribution in the submucosa to lymphatic studies(15).  The 

mucosa contained small blood vessels spread throughout its whole thickness; as opposed to 

the lymphatic system, that was shown to be confined to base of the mucosa and formed 

prominent lymphatic complexes at the base of lymphoid follicles.  

 

Vessel number and size were not found to increase in deeper submucosal layers despite 

penetration by the tumour to this region being associated with a higher risk of lymph node 

metastasis(5, 7, 10-13, 23).  Our quantitative analysis of the micro-anatomical distribution of 

blood and lymphatic vessels of the colon and rectum does not explain the simple model of 

the increased risk of tumour spread associated with increasing depth of penetration. 

 

Intuitively there should be fewer, larger vessels in deeper layers of the submucosa because 

small capillaries unite to form small veins as they pass into deeper tissues.  A similar pattern 

is expected with the lymphatic vessels and the arteries.  However, the rate of change 

between layers in the number of vessels, their median circumference and area between the 

4 layers, as shown in Figure 4, does not correlate with the rate of increase of metastasis.  

This demonstrates that depth of invasion alone to sm3 is not the only factor affecting the 

metastatic risk.   
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The risk of vessel invasion is related not only to each layer, but also the sum of each of the 

preceding layers. Therefore, when comparing two pT1 colorectal cancers with different 

depths of invasion (sm1 cancer vs sm3 cancer), the sm3 cancer would have traversed sm1 

and sm2 layers.  This sm3 cancer will then have an increased area of submucosal invasion 

leading to an increased likelihood of the cancer coming into contact with and invading 

vessels compared to a sm1 cancer.  As a measure of the potential blood vessels 

encountered by tumours we assessed the accumulated circumference and area; (calculated 

from the sum of the median values obtained for preceding layers) this increases between 

submucosal layers, Figure 4. However, the increase is not at the reported rate of LNM. 

Superficial sm1 or sm2 tumours with a broad invasive front may pose a higher risk of LNM 

than some �narrowly invasive� sm3 tumours given the low density of lymphatic and blood 

vessels in sm3 and the higher density of lymphatic vessels in sm1 and blood vessels in sm1 

and sm2(15).  Similarly, the presence of tumour budding will increase the area and volume 

of tumour invasion; this might account for the associated increase in the rate of LNM and 

worse outcomes in early CRCs where tumour budding is present(24).  

 

We found no difference in the properties of blood vessels based on preoperative treatment; 

however, samples taken were out of the field of radiation and this study was not designed 

to look at the effects of preoperative treatment. Similarly, we found no differences between 

blood vessels in the colon or rectum suggesting that any reported differences in the 

frequency of LNM in these tumours, if real, must be caused by differences in the biology of 

these tumours. 
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The observation of larger vessels within sm2 as supported by the 3D as it confirmed 

previous reports of a sub-mucosal plexus existing around the circumference and along the 

length of the colon(25, 26).  Arteries pass between the longitudinal muscle layer within the 

muscularis propria and then puncture through the circular muscle to the submucosa(25, 26).  

Within the submucosa vessels form a plexus to perfuse surrounding tissues and allow 

absorption of fluid from the mucosal surface.  The vessel morphometry data presented here 

suggest that the submucosal plexus is located within the middle third of the submucosa. 

This plexus has been further divided into a �macromesh and micromesh� accounting for the 

large and small networks of blood vessels(25).  The 3D model supports this theory by 

showing a plexus of small blood vessels just below the muscularis mucosae, in addition to 

the plexus in sm2 containing larger vessels.  The presence of two plexuses could be 

explained by separating the arteries and veins, a limitation of our study; histological 

separation of blood vessels to ascertain the separate blood supply and drainage could 

enable this. 

 

The number or size of lymphatic(15) and now blood vessels, do not increase in the deepest 

layer of the submucosa.  Therefore, the observed risk of lymph node metastasis increasing 

with depth of invasion into the submucosa does not appear to be explained by the size or 

number of blood or lymphatic vessels within sm3.  In the future we need to robustly 

investigate the width of invasion and the tumour area and volume of submucosal invasion 

to assess their benefit in predicting the risk of LNM in both the symptomatic and screened 

populations. The 3D model confirmed these findings and showed: 1)at the base of each 

lymphoid follicle there is a lymphatic complex possibly increasing the risk of lymphatic 
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metastasis when their number is increased, 2) the convergence of the arteries, veins and 

lymphatics to penetrate the muscularios propria forms a rich lymphovascular complex and 

early tumours overlying these areas may have an increased risk of metastases and 3) there 

is a further lymphovascular complex on the external surface of the muscularis propria that 

may account for the prognostic importance of depth of spread in colorectal 

adenocarcinomas. This is currently under further study. 
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TABLE 1 
 

 

Clinicopathological factors 

StudyParticipants 

(IQR) n=26 

Sex 

            Male 11 

            Female 15 

Median age at operation, 

years (range) 

68                

(62.5- 75.6) 

Location of sample*  

             Colon 16 

             Rectum 14 

Embryological location of 

sample* 
 

             Mid gut 10 

             Hind gut 20 

Preoperative treatment  

            Chemo-radiotherapy 4 

            Chemotherapy 2

            Radiotherapy 2

            None 18 

Nodal status of tumour  

            Positive 15 

            Negative 11 

Tumour Stage  

             pT1- pT2 7 

             pT3-pT4 19 

Distant metastasis  

            Present 0 

            Not Present 26 

Table 1 

Demographic information of participants included┻  Data were obtained from pathology reports and patient records following pathological examination of the resection specimens post┽surgery┻  こThirty tissue samples were collected from には patients┸ ね of whom had に samples analysed from different locations within the large bowel┻ 
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Table 2A: Median 

values (IQR) 

Number, per 0.2 

µm
2 

(IQR) 

Circumference, µm 

(IQR) 
Area, µm2 (IQR) Diameter, µm (IQR)

mucosa 
11.79 (9.06-

17.17) 
61.9 (53.9-72.2) 247 (162-373) 7.88 (6.77-10.30) 

sm1 
11.44 (9.20-

14.81) 
99.3 (91.2-119.2) 1064 (819-1833) 16.01 (13.59-18.88)

sm2 6.92 (4.99-9.52) 134.4 (85.2-156.1) 
2086 (1007-

4784) 
18.90 (15.69-24.32)

sm3 7.83 (5.57-9.56) 83.1 (69.5-106.4) 804 (411-1146) 13.19 (10.11-14.63)

 
     

 

Table 2B: Significance p 

values 
Number Circumference Area Diameter 

Kruskal-

Wallis 

Test 

All (mucosa v 

sm1 v sm2 v 

sm3) 

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

Mann-

Whitney 

U Test 

mucosa v sm1 0.492 0.001 0.001 0.001 

mucosa v sm2 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

mucosa v sm3 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

sm1 v sm2 0.001 0.117 0.005 0.033 

sm1 v sm3 0.001 0.030 0.032 0.002 

sm2 v sm3 0.492 p=0.001 0.001 0.001 

 

Table 2 
2A: The median vessel characteristics ゅand )QR valuesょ for each layer obtained from the なに columns from each of the ぬど samples┻ 2B: Statistical significance values obtained when comparing different layers using Kruskal┽Wallis and Mann┽Whitney U tests┻  Deep group includes Smに and Smぬ layers and is compared to Smな layer┻ 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1 

1A: )mage showing CDぬな immunostaining of blood vessels and corpuscles contained within blood vessels ゅxにどど magnificationょ┻ 1B: )mage showing Dに┽ねど immunostaining of lymphatic vessels ゅxねどど magnificationょ┻ 1C: )maging of double immunostained lymphatic ゅbrown ‒ thin arrow┸ Dに┽ねどょ and blood ゅpink【red ‒ thick arrow┸ CDぬなょ vessels and there their close associationゅxねどど magnificationょ┻ 
 

Figure 2 Placement of boxes ゅeach ど┻に mmふょ  for vascular analysis in normal colon. 

2A: )llustration demonstrating the distribution of boxes throughout the layers of the bowel wall┻  The mucosal box ゅA┽Eょ is applied randomly along the length of the section┻ Three boxes were then placed below this in the submucosa forming columns┹ each submucosal box spans one third of the depth of the submucosa ゅSmな┸ Smに and Smぬょ┻ にB:  )mage of CDぬな immunostained and annotated slide┸ using the method as outlined above ゅx ねどど magnificationょ┻ 
Figure 3 )mage of the ぬD model of lymphovascular structures in relation to bowel structures┻ Red represents blood vessels┸ yellow represents lymphatic vessels┸ purple represents mucosal lymphoid follicles┸ dark blue represents musclularis propria and bright blue represents muscularis mucosa ┻ 3A: through bowel wall┹ longitudinal segment through bowel wall┹ bowel lumen situated superiorly┻ 3B: through bowel wall┹ transverse horizontal segment through bowel wall┹ bowel lumen situated superiorly┻ 3C: from bowelintra┽luminal view of mucosal surface lumen┻ ぬD┺ muscularis mucosa with blood 
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and lymphatic vessels only┸ ゅlymphoid follicles removedょ demonstrating the confinement of lymphatic vessels to the base of the mucosa┻ 
Figure 4 

The relative change in the rate of lymph node metastasis compared to the rate of change in accumulated circumference and area between submucosal layers┻  The relative change between submucosal layers has been calculated based on the risk of LNM as determined by Kikuchi et al. ゅsmな┹ にガ┸ smに┹ ぱガ┸ smぬ┹ にぬガょ┻  The increase in the accumulated circumference or area ゅcalculated by multiplying the median number of vessels in each layer by circumference or area┸ and accrued with depthょ is shown to increase at a different rate to the risk of LNM┻ 
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